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SYSTEMATIC DETECTION OF EXCEPT10 
the correctness of a program, a common strategem is to consider 
ates in which certain properties are satisfied. For example, in the 
at % given array contains at least one positive element, one might s 
am for finding, say, the first positive element in that array, even 
though the program may otherwise (i.e. if the array does not contain ;rny positive 
elementsll ead to unpredictable results. 
in practice there is however a strong demand for ‘robust’ software, having a 
well-defined behaviour even in circumstances in which certain initial assumF:ions 
r true. Such ‘exceptional‘ circumstances :an occur whenever the inputs 
am cannot be guaranteed to have the propertics they may be expt;M 
to have. 
An example of this is a compiler where a syntalztically well-formed program is 
expected as standard input, but where it cannot be guaranteed that all input 
programs are indeed well-formed. Another example would be a program requesting 
the exclusive use of a resource, expecting that at leas; one resource is free. In both 
cases provisions are needed for the treatment of unexk) :cted (or exceptional! input. 
‘The need for a theory which can provide a basis for ;he systematic identification, 
deteeiion and handling of exceptions has been expressed several times in the 
xplores ways of ad;ipting previously devt:loped 
$5 of programs [3, 4, 6, 9, 123 for the d ssigr. of 
uestions. Firstly, given a program and its 
rise its standard and exceptional input domains‘? 
~propriate run-time checks for the detection of 
? We shalt not deal with the question of actually 
been detected; for such a discussion the reader 
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once the excepltionat domain of a program is found, nothing would be easier in 
pf&iple than go ‘test a the beginning of the program whether or not the initial 
state falls into the exce tionafl domain, thus making the program robust. However 
frequently such a test would of necessity duplicate some of the work performed 
by the program. it %@;,: rit may: themfore be -nilloch more natu and eca?aomical 
to insert ests within, en at the md of, the program, 
r instance, in order test whether or not two iven input values vi~l~t~ 
bound restriction when added, one has to actually ad 
is the duty of a substantial part of a compiler to check whe 
program is well-formed, and it would be ridiculous to separate this checking entirely 
from the other tasks of the compiler. In this paper we derive verification conditions 
for robustness checks to be inserted anywhere in the progra f as well as heuristic 
guidelines for choosing the place vrhere to put such tests. 
The paper is organised as follows. A mathematical framework int 
generalising relational semantics, predicate transformer sen 
carrectness criteria is described in Section 2, where our first 
al input domains is also discussed. in Section 3 WC” 
question concerning the design of appropriate run-time che?.s for 
of exception occurrences. 
Sections 2.1 and 2.2 contain brief descriptions, respectively, cf our p 
language and our opecification lmguage. In SeAons 2.3-2.5 th ee equ 
of semantics are defined, ail of which are useful in derivi 
Section 3.1 we consider the sequential composition of two 
that can be inserted between them. In Section 3.2 we disc 
which such tests would have to involve the initial values of 
3.3 WC: go on to consider checks in conditionals and itera 
in Section 3.4 we apply all of this to the simplified but sti 
bracket matching program, 
We use a ifled version of d commends [4]” 
(programs :: == (variably declarations); (comm 
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We use the f~~~~~in~ ~bc~fu~~y self-explanatory) syntax for commands: 
(commands :: = abort 1 (assign) 1(if} 1 (do) 1 
~cornrn~nd~; (command) 
ms (i.e. in (if), (boolJ, . . , (bool,,? are 
e formulae that follow remain valid in the 
in exceptional e#Iects, we specifically allow expressions to 
of variables. For instance, 
be u~d~~n~d if x = MAXINT initially. For any state S, variable x and expression 
introduce a predicate 
note the fact that in state S, the evaluation of E will lead to a value that lies 
within the value domain of X. This predicate will be used in the semantic definition 
in Appendix A.2. 
e define the specification G (for ‘goal’) of a program as a relation 
S. G describes the intended effect of the program, the 
that for an initial state s’ S, (s’, .3) E G if s could be a 
non.~determi~~s~ic in that several final states may corres- 
ate. We call G L qjdefinecl’ for initial states to which no 
fine the dcJ?Jain of G as the set of initial states 
n see Appendix A. 1): 
~merat~~g its member pairs, 
for reasons of slrnp!ncq \ue 
A apecific3ttiQn 63831 ma 43 reference to the value of a program variable, say x, in 
tht: initial state s’ and in the nal state s. In order ta simplify the nQfe ’ iOn, throughout 
the paper we adapt he cr_on ntion of writing x’ instead Qf s’(x) tQ ( mote the initial 
vallue Qf ,9c, and x insteadofs(x) tQ‘l?efW t0 the find VdW Qf XL 
e uw binary predicates involving both prim& md 
a gous way in which unary predicates are usad in [Q] and 
that the former epresent relations aver the state space while the lat 
~&eta of the state space. A unary predicate can be seen as a special ca 
binary predicate, involving either only primed variables (“prccsndition’) or only 
unprimed variables (‘postcondition”). 
As an exam=ple, assume that a program for the management of N re 
disk blocks) has to be written, where N ZB 1, The two services the 
to provide are: ALLOCATE some free resource and RELEASE x pr 
resource. Suppose the variables are 
var I : integer ; 
A: array (O..N - 1) of O..l, 
and that for 0 e j s N - 1, the jth resource is free iff A[j] = 0. 
If the intended effect of the ALLOCATE command is to assi w to the v 
the name of 8 previously free resource then the (non-determinrsticI) spe~i~~~ti~n 
of ALLOCATE can be described by tlx following binary predk.tc. 
G(ALLocATE)=(OSZ~V--- l)& (A’[I]=Gi& (A[13 r ‘iI. w 
Al1 initial states atisfying 
have at least one corresponding final state making (3) true; 
does not hold initially, then (3) cannot be made true. In other wwdsl (41 is Cthe 
characteristic unary predicate of) the domain of ~;(ALLOCATE). 1 
ing (4) (Le. states in hich no resource is free) require 
the ALLOCATE procedure. 
2.3. Relationaf semantics 
Once the goal of a program has been stated as its 
compose it from the available primitives and 
reaIise$ that goal. We define the actual meanin 
[KS]. Perhaps this unde~t~ndi~g appears unbecoming in that possible non-termina- 
tion, infinite t ’ are all put into the same ‘bag’ s’R{c i = (3. 
ly possible to base our formalism on this 
WP formalism of [it], as shown below in 
9, we consider only deterministic programs. That is, we 
itisn 
(6) 
rministic c, s’R(cls if and only if c, when started 
der the pr#gr~m 
nt,r cx-ATE 1 I :-= 0: 
da(I--:N-- 1)&i (A[Z]= W-4 := I+ 1 od; 
A[lf :- 1, 
Fig. 1. 
which is sup ts implement the specification (3) above. In order to show this, 
relate the concrete meaning R(AI_LOCATE~) to the intended meaning 
One has to show that whenever the intended goal can be achieved 
4) holds initially) then R~ALLOCAT~1 ) actually yields a final state 
In general a command c will be said to implement a specification G iff 
Vs’EdomlG):Q~s’R(~)c=s’G. (7, 
That is, for all inputs sb in the domain of G the program terminates (8~ s’R(c 1) 
and produces a final state satisfying G(s’R(c) E s’G). (7) corresponds to what is 
known 8s ‘total ealrreetness’ [ 12 
me ~~~~~t~~n (7) is weak. in the sense that it allows a deterministic program 
implement a non-determ istic specification such as G(AL.LO- 
rse that nothi is required of the behaviour of c 
e show in the next section how to prove that AL LOCATEI 
ucc backward and forward semantics (the latter 
~~t~~~~~ semantics just defined). We need both of 
~~~t~~n of the run-time tests to be inserted in a 
0 use relations 
W~P- the state qwe notConly w a means of globally describing aprogram c, but 
i~$ a means of describing the .eff& that components of 1: must have in order 
urc: that c will indeed-accomplish theoveral goal. 
. islidsta~~,, if +ig ssqqeqtiglly: -c~mpos& of - c-3, and $2 (see Fighi Z), one is 
diate specification of cl needed to ensure that c2 will 
p&h the gq& this Gtuat’ioa we-define the !weakest’ specification for 
cg tihich guarantees: that G! is implemented by c = cl ;c2 as a relation ‘ws(cz, G) G 
S X di SaMying 
si ws(c2, G)t a+ fl c tR (cz) z s’G. (8) 
initial state 
intermediate state 
c2 \I \ S final state 
._ Fig. 2. 
An initial state s’ and an intermediate state t thus stand in r$=IaW.x, WS(CI, G) iff 
~2, when started in t, termktates in some final state s satisfying Ce gIoba1 goal s’G. 
To see that wh;(c, G) as defined in (8) generalises the wp (weakL.st precoildition) 
semantilcs of [4], let X c S be a subset of the state space and d&n.? 
wp(c,X)={s~S~~(=sR(c)cX} (9) 
(compare also [131). Our interpretation of R(c) implies that ~p(c sX) contains all 
initial states guaranteeing the termination of c in a state in X, which is precisely 
the interpretation of ithe wp operator in [4]. The connection be@veer ws and wp 
can then be expressed as 
if)) = cod(ws(c, G)). 
at is different is that in our definition (8) both the second u~I{’ _ nent of ws and 
are considered binary rather than unary predicates. 
The operator ws has properties imilar to those of wp. Frsn (8) 4ne derives 
ws(c, Gs n G2) = ws(c, Gi) n ws(c, G2h Wbb 
rams satisfying (6) one also has 
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The ws semantics of our programming language is given in Appendix A.2. 
As an example of its use we prove the correctness of the program ALL OC'ATE'I 
(Fig. 1) with respect o its specification G(ALI-OCATE) (formula (3) in Section 2.2). 
This can be done by writing G(ALLOCATE) at the end of the program and ‘mechani- 
cally’ backsubstituting it through the program using the rules of Appendix A.2 (see 
Fig. 3). 
{3j:(O~j~P’-1)&(A’[j]=0)&(A[j]=0)} 
I:=O; 
i3j: (I ~j s N - 1) (& (A’[j] = 0) & (A[j] = 0)) 
3 [da(IWV- l)&(A[I]=l)-,I:= I+lod; 
4 \c(O s I s iv - 1) & (.4’[1] = 0)) 
5 A[I] := 1 
6 {(OsIsN - 1) & (A’[I]= 0) & (A[I] = 1)) = G(ALI.OCATE) 
Fig. 3. 
In each step of this backsubstitution one obtains from a given binary predicate a 
new binary predicate, again containing a mixture of primed and unprimed quantities; 
in fact, if c denotes the statement in line k in Fig. 3 and G denotes the specification 
in line k + 1, then the specification in line k - 1 equals ws(c, G). 
When the backsubstitution has come to an end (i.e. in line 0) one can identify 
initial and *current’ states, simply by ‘priming’ all unprimed variables. By this 
identification one obtains a unary predicate, namely the characteristic predicate of 
the set 
st_dom(c, G) = (s’ E S 1 s’ws(c, G)s’) (lla) 
containing precisely those initial states for wh lh c is guaranteed to terminate in a 
final state satisfying G. 
The set (1 la) is by definition (8) a subset of dam(G). All initial states s’ outsi& 
st_dom(c, G), i.e. in 
ex_dam(c, G) = S\st_dom(c, G ) (lib,) 
must be treated as exceptional w.r.t. the given specification G and program c. We 
therefore call st_dom(c, G) the ‘standard domain’ or the ‘implementation domain’ 
of c with respect to G, and its complement, i.e. ex_dom(c, C), is called the 
‘exceptional domain’, 
The set st_dom(c, 6) equal5 the domain of G ifi c implements G as defined in 
formula (7); formally, 
c implements G e dam(G) =st_dom(c, G) (12) 
efinitions. In our example (Fig. 3), if ‘priming’ 
ion in line 0, we obtain t e characteristic pre 
y (X2), proves the corre ~,esS of ALLQCATEl. 
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&ia;te@ of askiing_ fp~ the wea+est ,gpecification for cl which guarantees that 
c = cl;cz implements su,m& speci&z+on G, one co@ also ask for the strongest 
sitiun (abbrevi%ed kt”j; r6la$& tihich can be derived for c by knowing that 
omponent command cl implements a specification Gt (see Fig. 4): 
s’st(c2!, CQs = 3t: s’Glt & tR(c,,s 
sttcz, G,) = GI 0 R (cz). 
st intermediate state 
(13) 
initial state 
final state 
Fig. 4. 
The strongest ‘post’-specification of G1 is thus simply the T&:‘F.%J~~E‘ composition 
of @1 and R(Q). 
Wsing (131, the correctness of c with respect o G can be established by proving 
that 
Vs’ E dam(G): 8 c s’ st(c, Id) c s’G. (14) 
For example, by using the rules for st (see Appendix A.2), the fact ?hat ALLOCATEI 
implements ([~(ALLOCATE) can be established by ‘pushing’ the reMion Id forward 
through the program as shown in Fig. 5. As the last relation is non -empty and 
impliies G(ALLOCATE), we have established again that the comrrand ALLOCATEI 
correctly implements its specificatiori. We shall in the next section use a similar 
method to ‘derive xceptional tests. 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
O==j<I=+(A’[j]= 1 &A[j]== I) 
5 
Fig. 5. 
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3. Run-time checks for the detection of exception occurrences 
3.1. Preciseness of run-time tests 
Consider a specification G and a program C. We have seen that (whether or not 
c implements G) the set of input states S can be partitioned into the set of ‘standard 
inputs’ st_dom(c, G) on the one hand and its complementary ‘exceptional domain’ 
ex_dom(c, G) on the other hand (cf. formulae (1 la) and (1 lb) in Section 2.4). For 
inputs in the standard domain (which may be empty), c does implement G whereas 
for inputs in the exceptional domain (which may of course also be empty), c may 
either not terminate properly or end up in a final state not satisfying G. Moreover, 
if (and only if) the standard domain e- 4s the cntlre domain of G then c does 
correctly implement G, as defined in formLp_J (7) in Section 2.3. 
Exceptior. handling aims at extending a program c in such a way that whenever 
c is started .“I an initial state outside the standard domain, then during its execution 
a specie’ .I c :signed piece of program (an ‘exception handler’) becomes activated. 
We call SL + extended programs ‘robust’ or ‘tolerant to exception occurrences’ [ 11. 
The maln purpose of exception handling is thus to make programs ‘total’, or 
well-defined for all inputs. 
In order to find out whether or not the input state is exceptional, there has to 
be a test ;somewhere during the execution of the program. This test does not 
necessari y have to take place at the beginning. For instance, in the program 
ALLOCAI-EI (see Fig. l), rather than to test the exceptional condition 
Vj:o~j<N-l=$+A’[j]=l (15) 
at the beginning of the program, it is more economical, as well as more natural, 
to place the test after the loop as follows: 
1 I:=O; 
2 ds(IsN-l)&(A[I]=l)4:=1+1od; 
3 [I > N - 1+ ‘exception handler’] 
4 A[Z] := 1 
Fig. 6. 
The meaning of the exceptional clause in line 3 is :hat the Boolean expression 
I3- N - 1 is evaluated and if found false, execution cc tltinues with the next state- 
mert; if found true, control is given to the exception handler whose exact working 
does ,qot concern us here. We do not worry either about v-q Gat precisely “economical” 
means In the context of tests; imuitively, one might say that predicates not involving 
quantifie.-s (such as i‘ > N - 1 in Fig. 6) should nor-ma ly be considered as more 
ec o ~~?,o~ve qua Q&s (such as (lS!L 
e can easily convince ourselves that in Fine 3 an Fig. 6, the test “I:* AN - 1” 
evaluates to ‘true’ if and only if the initial state lies in the exceptional domain t 1%. 
is reason we call ilr a *precise re;ln.*time t st’: it activates the exception handler 
nd only when, an exception occurs. 
section we characterisc the cise tests tlhat can be inserted in a program. 
t ilk ~m~rtant ha! suc:h tests be e because if they are t strong then it is 
ible that no excepti handler is activated even though the input is exceptional, 
tain acceptable input states may find themselves 
rmally, we make a few observations. The first is 
be precise may not uniquely determine that test. 
+ ‘exception handler’], 
3 in Fig. 6, would also “catch’ precisely all exceptional 
e fact that the relation I <N + 1 is 1 iart of the s 
that not all locations in a program ar= equally appropriate 
detection. For instance, there is nc ‘way nf catching an 
ex~~~tio~ after the last assignment Ali] := 1 in Fig. 6, becam!: the exception will 
by this t&rrrs already have led to an array bound violation when -6,he expression A[I] 
iis evaluated in line 4 with I = N. 
ur third (and last) observation is that if one allows terts to refr...r also to the 
in ! state rather than just to the current state then in sc~e CT, J; exceptional 
tests could be inserted -Nhere otherwise they could not. As an e: ;B L :, we consider 
oflomring alternative implementation of @(MJ._.ocA’rE) r? differs from 
ALLOCATE1 in the lOOp ccnditiO!I: 
ALLOCATE2 = 1 := 0; 
-l)&(A[I]=l)+K:=I+lod; 
-3 ‘exception handler’] 
ig. 7. 
be shown to be a 
to initial values ( 
ise exceptional test. 
sing primes) one ca. 
detectio t of exception occwrerices 
inary predicate in [IO]. Thus, we e 3 test ‘T 
, 
where the first refers to the initial state and the seco 
We return to the qu on of binary versus unary tests in th 
Consider now a ge sal sequential decompositio 
c =cr; c2. 
We wish to determine, 
ate. 
(a) whether a precise exceptional test can be inserted between cl ;rn 
(b) if so, to characterise the set of all such tests. 
Question (a) is easy to answer. It has to be ensured that for every e 
initial state, control actually reaches the point between c 1 an 
different kinds of exceptions, acase which will be discussed b 
lowing relation I lust hold: 
ex_dom(c, G) E: wp(cr, S) i m 
(where wp is as defined in (9)). 
As to question (b), let T denote the test to be inserted between cl and c2 We 
call T a ‘precise exceptional test’ iff the following holds: 
V(s), t) E R (cl): s’?-! e not s’ ws(c2, G)t. 
elation (18) expresses formally our intuitive understan ing that the test T shoul 
evaluate to ‘true’ if and anly if the pair of states (s’, t) under consideration ca 
be guaranteed to lead to a final state satisfying G. 
With the two definitions 
(19231 
(19b) 
formula (18) can be rewri%ry as the equation 
126 
1 
” _--. . 
_.__. MC, 1 
sxs 
Fig. 9. 
must imply the truth of T; thus ‘I’ must be weak enough actually to activate an 
exception handler in case of an exception occurrence. T, itself may be too strong 
in the sense that too much is tested (an example of this will foUow). Formula (21b), 
on the other haEd, meatas that the truth of T must imply either azmething impassible 
(not I2 +rl)) or that c2 cannot be guaranteed to establish C; ; thus T must be strong 
enough not to treat any acceptable state as an exception. Tw i%e.Tf may be too weak 
in the sense that it may ‘catch’ a lo+ of exceptional situatior;, which never occur 
(again, an example follows). 
Because st(c, Xd) = R(c) for al1 progral?s c (see formula t3 3 J in Section 2.5), a 
general method of deriving precise tests r is to backsubsfjtug .: (as exemplified in 
Section 2.4) the specification G through c2 up to the point ~F,e;e T is to be inserted 
and simultaneously to push (as exemplified in Section 2.5) tbo rel G dn Id forward 
through cl up to the same point. Where the two meet we cati f JFT I tf:eir difference 
(19a) to derive the strongest est T5, or the union (19b) to der’i e the weakest est 
Tw, and b-e can use (20) as a verification condition for an arbitrary test T to be 
precise. 
We illustrate this method on our example. Let us choose the foHoa+ngpartitioning 
Of ALLOCATE1 : 
cpI := 0; 
do(I~rN-l)&(A[~]=l)-*I:=I+1aB; 
(*) 
c2 =A[I] := 1 
Fig. 10, 
and assume a test is to be inserted at point >:*). 
We first note that (17) is satisfied because cl always termin: tats Ne then derive 
(comparle Fig. 3, line 4 and Fig. 5, line 4): 
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States satisfying (22a) but no: (22b) are described by 
?+(I=N)&(Vj:O< jeN-1 ==wA’[j]= 1 &A[j]= 1)) ma, 
and states violating either (22a) or (22b) by 
T,-(r”<O)v(I>N-l)v(A’[I]=l)v(A[I]= 1)v 
(23b) 
Examining (23) we see that both in T, and in Tw some terms are redundant. The 
second term in T,, for instance, is implied by the first term “I = N” in combinatior, 
with (22a). Similarly, (22a) implies that the first term in Tw can never be true. All 
in all, we have thus shown that I = N and I > N - 1 are precise tests, and that 
I = N is the strongest non-redundant precise test that can be inserted at point (*) 
in Fig. IO. 
We also mention the following theorem whose proof is omitted for reasons of 
brevity. For deterministic programs, 
T, = st(ci, Id & not ws(c, G)). !24 
This means that instead of simultaneously backsubstituting G and pushing Id 
forward until they meet between cl and c2, one can also backsubstitute G to the 
beginning of the whole program, negate the resulting predicate, identify *initial 
state’ and ‘current state’ (Id & j l a), and push the result forward through c;. This 
may sometimes be simpler than the other method. 
We end this section with two remai s. Firstly we note that the conditior ( 17) 
gives an indication about the location to choose for T. Since st_dom(c, G) z wp(< I, S 1 
by definition, (17) means nC thing less than that cl is required to terminate for tzll 
inputs. Thus the tests must not be inserted ‘too late’ in the program. Note that 
there always exists at least one decomposition of c in which cl terminates, namely 
the lrivial c = skip;c. The reader is invited to derive the special cases of formulae 
(17)-(21) for c = skip; c = r iskip. 
The second remark is that it is often natural for the exceptional domain 
ex- dom(c, G) to be partitioned into further subsets E1, Ez, . . . etc. If these subsets 
are mutually disjoint then our formulae can easily be generalised. Ml that needs 
to be done is to refine the definition of ‘precise test’ to that of a test 7’ being 
‘precise for exceptions in Ei’ and to change (17)--Q 1) appropriately. This question 
will be discussed further in Section 3.4. 
In this section we discuss under which circumstances a binary rather than a unary 
exceptional test is req~~ired. It is desirable that the test be unary rather 
because otherwise the initial values of variables would in some way 
t save store. 
Lict us reiznsider the program ALLOCATES of Figs. 7 and cc: 
f z==o; 
d~~.~<N-X)&(A[l]=l)-,I Hod; 
A[I] := 1 
0 Sk 
Fig. 11. 
A pmzise test A’[11 = 3 involving the initial value of A can be inserted at (*). 
However no precise test involvirg just the current state of A (which in this csse 
is &o the final state) can be ins rted there. 
The reason that no unary test can be inserted at (*) is thr: existence of two 
different initial states s’, sH leading to the stzme final state t at (*), such that the 
pair (s’, b) satisfies the goal but (s”, t) does not. To see this, clefine s’ such that 
s’(A[N - I]) = 0 and s’(A[j]) = 1 for all 0 e j <N - 1 (in which Lease (s’, t) happens 
to satisfy the goal G(ALLOCATE)), as compared to s” such that s”(A[j]) = 1 for all 
0 ~j s N - 1 (in. which case the state at (*) is the same t as befxe, but (s”, C) does 
not satisfy G(ALLOC:ATE)). 
Generally, we define 5-r c = cl;c2 the following condition: 
There: are no t No initial states ’, s” and current state ,C s a, 
(3#, t) E R(Q), Is”, t) E I? (cl), tR(c2) G s’G and tR(c2) G J “G (25) 
It is possible to show that if, and only if, (25) holds then the test 3etween cl and 
c2 can be unary rather than binary. This gives a second in&cation ef where to put 
the test: namely, the, partitioning cI ;c2 should be chosen such that 125) holds. We 
are not considering the question further whether the rather cumbersome property 
(25) can be made equivalent o, or at least a consequence of, a ‘nicer’ 1 roperty. 
3.3. Checks in co.v&tionals and in lumps 
In this section we derive analogues of the verification conditi ng (17)-(21) for 
precise tests in conditionals and in loops. For conditionals there is #,ttle to define. 
One has to ensure that the ‘if clause’ 
cannot abort due to the non-existence of a true Bi, and that every c osen alternative 
Ii&es the sverall goal. Hence with 
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the modified program 
[T -) ‘exception handler’] 
if Bl+ [ Tl-+ “exception handler’] 
Cl 
cl 
. . . 
0 B, -D [T, + ‘exception handler’] 
C” 
fi 
is a robust version of the above ‘if clause’. 
On the other hand, we consider a loop 
c=doB-,c’od 
in which a test T is to be inserted such that the modified program 
do B + [T + ‘exception handler’] 
c’ 
03 
od 
is a robust version of c with respect o a giobal goal G. Again it has to be ensured 
(a) that control actually enters the body of the loop and 
(b) that T becomes true in some iteration iff the input was exceptifanal. 
Property (a) can be ensured by postulating that B is true for every state in the 
exceptional domain, or in set notation that: 
ex-dom(c, G) c B. (27: 
(27) is an analogue of (17) for loops. 
Property (b) can be analysed as follows. We ‘cut’ the loop (26) between B and 
c’, i.e. at the point at which the test T is to be inserted. Let us define the states at 
e ‘intermediate’ states. T 2 transition rlelation giving the set of 
intermediate states reachable from a given intermediate state by an unspeci 
s of the Ioop can be described in gen,eral by (for notation see 
e other hand, the relation between initial states and intermediate states and 
the relation between intermediate states and final states can bd described, 
reqpectively, by the foMwing two relations RI and Rz: 
RI = R(B) 0 Ro, Wb) 
Pictorially, we may represent he relationship betweetl hese relations as shown in 
Fig. 12. 
RO 
Fig. 12. 
Property (b) can be ensured iff for all intermediate states r For ‘irAich Rz is not 
guaranteed to satisfy the overall goal G, another intermkk .e state, say x, is 
reachable from t such that the test T will hold in x. This under-k the following 
d&nitian. We call a (binary) test T ‘precise’ for (26) iff 
V(s’, t) E Rr: not s’ WS(R2, @)t e 3x : CROX & S’TX (29) 
where ws(R, G) for two relations R and G is the obvious extenskn of formula (8) 
in Section 2.4: 
s’ ws(R, G)t e 0~ tR c s’G. 
Formula (29) is the anaIogue of (18) for loops. Using relatio8Tai lp&a, (29) can 
be rewritten as the equation 
IFcrmuta (30) is the analogue of (20) for loops, Since, by ou overall assumption 
46), RO is deterministic, R-l 0 is injective (see Appendix A. 1). Lki thi:s fact it rraay 
be proved that if two tests T; and T2 satisfy (36), then so do J; ;rzl and rt 11 Tz, 
Hence the set of tests sa:isfying (30) is again a sublattice of the lattice of bi~~ary 
ove that the test 
r.._0cATr$ is again a 
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ALLOCATE3 = 1 := 0; 
do A[I] = 13 [I = N - 1 + ‘exception handler’] 
I:=I+l 
Q& 
A[I] := 1 
Fig. 13. 
(27) is fulfilled because, taking into account the initial assignment of 0 to i, the 
truth of the exceptional condition 
Vj: OS~SN- 1 =+A’[j]= 1 (1% 
implies in particular that AII] = 1 on loop entry. 
To prove (29), wle consider an initial state s’ and an intermediate St* te 1. We 
denote by I’ = t(I) the value of I in state L (s’, t) E H1 implies that 
Ik{@,..., N-l}&Vj:O~j~I’+A[j]- 1. iSa) 
On the other hand, not s’ ws(Z?Z, GJr means that 
Vj: I’< jsN - 1 +A[j]= 1. (31bI 
For another intermediate state X, ~‘7% means that the alue of I in state .Y equals 
N-. an zl fI?fl then means that 
Vj:I’<jsN-l+jE{O,...,N-l}&A[j]=l. (MS) 
This proves (29) because under the assumption that the first clause in (3 la) holds, 
(3 lb) and (31~) are equivalent. 
We end this section with two remarks. It might be objected that t&e proce&m 
outlined in che last paragraphs breaks down if, say, the search of the array A is 
begun with the index 1 rather than 6, because in this case the initial state in which 
the very first, but no other, resource is free (A[O] = 0 and A[j] = 1 for 1 s j s N - 1 j 
will give rise to an excepti: :. However a program in which the search begins with 
1 does not itself implement he specification G(ALLOCATE), 9s defined in Sections 
2.2 “and 2.3. Th e initial state just mentioned would therefore belong to the excep- 
tional domain rather than to the standard domain, which justifies the detection of 
an exception. 
Our second remark concerns the design of the last version of the allocation 
algorithm. In contrast to the previous two versions, in ALLOCATEZ, the tests on A 
and on I are separated out in such a way that all testing on I occurs just immediately 
before I is actually changed. This seems indeed the most natural location for the 
test to be placed, because the inside of the loop can now be regarded as an ‘action 
on I’ by itself, indicatin proper program structure. This leads not only tcl a 4 t-mww 
rt) gain in the average aunt of testing done, but also to the desirable property 
’ ;%ever actually ass e its ‘natural’ 
, a -1. 
Xt may well be possible that this line of reasoning can be generalised to derive 
a third, albeit more he~~i~t~c, indication oi where to put tests in a program; namely, 
‘to try and separate them out in such a way that the test of an exceptional precondition 
c~i~~~~des with testing one of the variables of the program for transgression of its 
value domain. WE: shall return to this point in t 
1e purpose of th Ction is to illustrate an application sf our formalism t 
n-trivial example. e have chosen the example because it occurred in the 
ramming experience of one of the authors and because it is one of those frl rl ;y 
al examples in which a whole variety of exception tes ing occurs spreac. all 
over the text of a program. .4fter describing the problem in ormally and fern. iZlly 
Section 3.4.1, we present the design of an implementation in Section 3.J.2. 
ction 3.4.3 contains the design of a robust version of this implementation and 
ion 3.4.4 outlines a proof that the tests inserted in the robust version are inked 
.4,1. .L@ecificatiopl f the problem 
Assume a stream W of characters is given as input to a br.lcket matching (BM) 
program. Some of the characters are ‘B’ (for ‘begin’) and 93rne of them are ‘E’ 
(for knd’). The string W may, for example, represent he irf*ernal encoding of an 
gram. The program BM is then required to an:a.ly ,: the block structure 
gram by finding all matching ‘begin’-‘end’ pairs. 
tuation the following is assumed (see Fig. 14) fir-t character of W 
’ and the fast character in W is its matching ‘E’. ere, after every 
a ‘space’ is provided in W for the index of its matching ‘i. tlj be inserted. We 
epth of nesting o ‘E’ pairs must not exceed a positive 
g, for exam@e, ynamic memory aICo~*ation constraints 
impos: d by a host operating system). 
reprewr ted by an array 
‘E’, etc, with bounds 1 an > 0: 
(I.. f integer. 
it means for a ‘B’-‘ 
two there is an eq 
between two indices i and j (inclusively) c’ W: 
D(i, j) 5% nb(’ ‘, i, jk-nb(‘E’, i, i, 
denotes the difference between the number of ‘B’s and the 
i and j. We cdn now define the matching of ‘B’ and ‘E as 
atch(i, j) = W’[ i] = ‘B’ & W’[ j] -= l E‘ & 
(dk i<k<j& M"[k]=•E'& 
The last term in (32) e esses the requirement that the * 
must be near enough t her. It could have bee0 replaced by its sq 
counterpart involving ‘B’ rather than ‘E’. Ther 
one definition should be preferrell rather than owe\-‘er WC’ are 
envisaging a sequential scan of W from 1 to N, 
for the first ‘E’ which matches a given ‘B‘. This is why we ‘cheat’ and prefer 32 ). 
The formal specification of the BM program as a relation between initia an 
final states can be stated as a ~~~~~nct~o !Jer constraints: 
P3aVi: (lSRIQN)*D(l, i)GD) 
limits this depth of possible nesting of ‘13’~‘E’ pairs; 
P4=Vi: (l<.iG+J)&(W’[i]# W[i]))*(W’[i-l]=‘B’) 
reprcwmt.s the requirement that al! entries other than 
‘spaces’ must remain untouched. 
Both Pl and P3 impose a direct cons;traint QXS W”. This remark, together with a 
part of $2 @he constraint that each ‘B’ has to be followed in W’ by a 0) leads us 
to advance 
DBM = Match& N) & 
tVi:(l<isN)&(W’[i-l]=‘B’)+ W’[i]=O)& 
(Vi: (1s i~N)*D(l, i&D) (34) 
as a necessary condition for the existence of a final state W satisfying G(BM). 
The condition is also suficient. Indeed, if O(1, N) = 0 1 which is implied by 
Match(1, N)) then one can prove that for every index i swb that 1 s i <IV and 
W’[i] = 33’ there exists a j with Match(i, j), and it is therefor 3 possible to define a 
W {with the ‘spaces? following the ‘B’s replaced by their s?propriate matching 
indices and ill the other entries unmodified. Therefore !:3+ is the characteristic 
predicate of dom(G(BM): . 
3.4.2. Design of BM standard implementation 
In order to kplement G(BM) our only obligation is to establir h the second part 
y filling the ‘spaces’ after all ‘B’s, We envisage a sequential scan of W and 
use the well-known methods of varying a constant [S] and weakening a predicate 
[8] in order to turn a specification into an invariant. Thus we Pace the constant 
N in P2 by a variable 1, omit the precondition W’[i] = 0 and another term R: 
Vi: 1 < i s I & W’[i - I] = ‘B’ --LII (R v Match(i - 1, W[i]& 
Our objective is to choose R such that it is true for I = 1 or 0’ = 3 and false for 
I = N, thus establishing P2 on termination of the envisaged nrcvgr m. For a given 
i with W’[i - I] = ‘B’, the “space” at i can be filled as soon as he index of the 
matching ‘E’ is conhained in L This happens (supposing a se ueg ,c ial scan) as soon 
as the quantity D(i - 1, I) ceases to be positive. “D(i - 1, I’ > ~1” is therefore the 
natural choice for -9 : 
Vi: ‘Hi~I& W’[i-l]=‘B’+(D<i-l,I)>Od 
(35) 
own fs of course 
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en ounteting a ‘B’ and is ‘popped’ on encountering an “E‘, its pointer p can be 
taken to satisfy the equation P= D(1, I). As the quantity D(1, I) may vary from 
0 to L) arrd becomes zero iff the ‘E’ matching the very first ‘B‘ has been found, it 
is natural to let P range from 0 to D and take “P = 0” as the termination condition. 
Thus we have the further invariant: 
O~P=D(l,J)aN. 
Our . aplementation is shown in full in Fig. 15. 
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var I: l..N; 
P: 0.D; 
ST: array l..Lr of 1.N; 
I := 2; 
p:= 1; 
ST[P] := J; 
doP#O-*I:=I+l; 
if W[I]=‘B’+f := I+l; 
P:==P+l; 
ST[P] := I 
0 Wfl] = ‘E’+ W[ST[P]] := 1; 
p:=p-1 
D else + skip 
fi 
od 
Fig. 15. BM standard algorithm. 
In order to prove that the BM program implements G(BM), one has 20 establish 
that 
DBM G st_dom(RW, G (BM)). 137) 
This proof can he conducted by showing that under the assumption DBAM, both 
(351 and (36) are indeed loop invariants and imply P2 on termination. It is left to 
the reader to convince himself of this fact. 
correct behaviour of the program within the dormair? of its specification 
has been estab~~s~~ed~ on  can concentrate on its behaviour outside this domain. In 
ed the correctness property (37) and hence th 
de may obtain the ex~e~t~~~a~ do 
4.38) 
% .d 
= -1MatsR(l, N) 
~:irrreq.~nds to the nonexistence of j a . m$ching ‘B’-‘E’ 
pair ii &: first and last entries of W; 
Ep3i:(l<i:dQ) &(W’[i-l]=‘B’)a(W[i]fO) 
i:orresI&sds to the case whore a “B’ is not immediately 
followed by a ‘space’ as recauired. 
E~=3i:(l<idV)&(D(l,i)>D) 
corresponds to the level of nesting exceeding the limit 
D. 
Our objective is to insert a set of tests in BM such that al..ogether these tests 
can detect ail possible exceptions in (389, i;e. are precise for (38). Following the 
heutistics et out at the end of §ection 3.3, we attempt o’matr,; 1 the variables used 
in the program with the terms in (38), so that thi? various tests ‘R the program can 
correspond in some meaningful way to all terms in (38) ansJ thus ‘cover’ the 
except&la1 domain. 
For example, because of the construction of the two local \‘*:riables I and P in 
Section 3.42, these two variables cannot be allowed to traniqzzcss their respective 
valrle domains. haore concretely, P is only to be increased >$de - ne condition 
P<D. We need to know in what way such tevts correspond t J ? trcas in (38), in 
order to find out whether or not (38) is indeed covered. Becaus- ~;+a (37), (34) and 
(33) the expression (38) relates to the specification G(BM), such corresponde ces 
can be expected to be the closer, the clearer the program specilica:‘ion is reflected 
in the program variables. 
Fig. 16 give!; our solution in full, We will continue with the justification for each 
one of the test it contains. 
The shoithand ‘HEi’ is used for ‘handler of the exception Ej’m In wh, t way these 
handlers correspon. ’ to the exceptions is discussed informally in bbis section and 
formally in the next section. 
In our justificatiozr for &e tests ijnserted in Fig. 16 we start with E3 (38). We see 
that D(1, i) alre; y corresponds to P via (36). Therefore, when ver ) may exceed 
its limit, i.e. just before line 60, arr occurrence of Es can be &tec” &-*d, This shows 
that the test in line 57 corresponds to Es8 This is one of the cahie$* in which the 
single testing of a program variable precisely l:overs a te:nM in, the expression of 
the exceptional domain (this will be made mere L’ormal in %zctio:rs 
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[W[l]+‘B’-*HE1l] 
[N = 1 -+ HEIs] 
[ W[2] # 0 + HE*] 
I:= 2; 
p:= 1; 
ST[P] := I; 
doP#O+[I=N-*HE~3] 
I:=I+l; 
if W[I]=‘B’+[I=N+HE~J] 
I := I+l; 
[ W[I] # 0 + HEJ 
[P=D-+HE3] 
p:= P+l; 
ST[P] := I 
0 W[I] = ‘E’ + { 1~ ST[P] s iv & W[ST[P]] = 0 A. 
W[ST[ P] - 1: ‘B’ & Match(ST[P] - 1, I)) 
W[ST[P]] := 6; 
p:=p-1 
od; 
0 else --, skip 
fi 
{P = 0 & Match(1, I)} 
[I<N-*H&,] 
Fig. 16. Robust RM program. 
one) is screened by line 50, Gne 54 takes care of every ‘space‘ except zhe very first 
one which is conveniently tested at the beginning (line 7). 
I!!?1 is the only part of (38) not immediately expressible in terms of program 
variables. We reconsider the definiti Jn (32) of Match(i, j) and split El into four 
smaller terms: 
El=&v&v&~E14, (3% 
Et 1 = W’[ l] f ‘B’, 
El2 = W’[N] f ‘E‘, 
k: l<k<N& W’[k]-‘E’&D(l,k)=O. 
f3 corresponds to an unbalanced number of ‘B’s and ‘E’s in W, while EU 
ds to the case that the ‘E’ matching the first ‘B’ is situated before the 
= %’ on termination (see also line i 30). In fact something 
curious happens to Els: it does nat have a handler. This can be attributed to the 
fact that Elz can entirety be cavered by other exceptions: 
0.8 course, if we were interested irr having a special treatment for &, a special 
exsption clause could be inserted to detect it (say at the begiwitmg). 
Ens contains the term H,(I, N) which corresponds to P via (36). The condition 
D(I, Jv) ii9 0 can be det#%zted as soon as I reaches N. This, in turn, can only arise 
aa the very beginning (line 4) or if the variable I exceeds its limit during the 
execution of the loop (fines 40a and SOa). 
Finally, the term IT& k) again appears in &s. The matter of interest is here 
that this quant’sry equals 0 bej~re N has been reached. It follows that a test whether 
I < .N at the eld of the loop (i.e. when P = 0) will detect this condition (line 140). 
This conicludes our informal derivation of the tests to be inserted. 
In con&&n, the design of these tests can perhaps best be described 3s an 
attempt to cover the exceptional domain term by term. If the variables OL the 
program already correspond in a clean way to these terms (v&ich they do in .Jur 
case) ‘then there is also likely to be a close correspondence k$etween these terms 
and th, tests whether those variables exceed their natural &mains, Some tests, 
such as r he one in line 54, cannot be motivated in terms of loca, variables. However, 
there again the placement of such tests can be influenced Ay 02 way the standard 
algorithms work (in this case the test on ‘B’ in line SO). 
In alll cases the wish could be discerned to place the t w fa Ii1 exceptional 
s~Momain such that the corresponding exceptional condition i: deserted as soon 
as it ‘arises’ in terms of the program at hand. This is perhaps- be most geneA 
hebristic statement about the placement of tests that czst~ be extracted from o’t*r 
con ;ide*ratiol %fJ. 
3.4.4. Plrcruf of’ pr@rtiwless 
Our aim in this s,ection is to show that the total set of tests in knes 1, 4, 7, 4Ck, 
§Oa, S&57 and 141:) of Fig. IS is precise for the exceptional domain (3 I), satisfying: 
li) whenever a test is true then an exceptional input state has been detected; 
(ii) conversely, gsvery exceptional input state leads to an interme Aate state in 
which st17p Oust: i!s true. 
kn p* .Gng this ‘we encounter the following complication. P Judd be nice to 
show, us:q say (2, hat for each individual c xceptional doma; ( the correspond- 
ing cxceptiou ban r HEi becomes activakd if and on?7 if f a?e m m,~ft state was in 
Ej. However, as remarked at the end of Section 3.1, I-uch :t strategy is possible 
only for diqbinf aubdomains, 
fn our situation we have six non-disjoint exceptional su 
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if the input of the BM program shown in Fig. 16 satisfies both E, and El: either 
Ez or & can be detected first, depending on the particular shape of W’. 
However, for every individual exceptional sub-domain we can prove a slight!) 
weaker property than full preciseness, namely: 
(i) if an exception handler HEI is activated then the input state was in Ei; 
(ii’) for every input state in Ei, either the .orresponding handler HE, CGentuLllp 
becomes activated, or another exception Ei is detected prior to that (indicating that 
the input state lies in the intersection & & Ej). 
If (i) and (ii’) can be proved for all (overlapping) exceptional sub-domains then the 
truth of (i) and (ii) follows directly for the union of these sub-domains; i.e. in 
combination the tests are precise for the full exceptional domain. 
In the sequel we prove (i) and (ii’) for the exception & of our example. For 
E&&, the demonstration is analogous. The proof which follows is not entirely 
formal but, we hope, precise enough to avoid any misunderstandrng. 
(i) Assume that during the execution of the loop, an intermediate state has been 
reached such that the test P = D of line 57 evalu;;tes to true. From rhe loop invariant 
P = D(1, I), which was true at the end of the previous iteration, and from the fact 
that the two most recently visited array elements contain ‘B’ and 0, respectively, 
(lines SO-M), we can infer that D( 1, I) = D + 1 holds fo,r the actual value of I. IU 
follows that E3 was true initially. 
(ii’) Conversely, assume L3 is true initially. Define 
io=min{i I(1 <iGV&D(l, i)>D). 
By this definition, i0 always ‘ooints’ to a ‘B’, i.e. IV’&] = l ’ (otherwise the 
minimality of i0 would be contradicted). As Z is only incremented by 3 in RLM’, WC 
have to consider the following two cases: 
(a) During the execution of the loop, I reaches the value i,,. This can onlv be a _ 
consequence of executing the statements in line 40b (sub-case al) or in line SOb 
(sub-case a2). 
(al) If io= N the guard of HE 13 iq line 50a leads to the detection of E1+ If 
io < N and W’[io+ 1) # I) the guard of HE2 leads to the detection of F.‘?. If in C N 
and FV’[io+ l] = 0 the exception E3 is detected in line 57. No other possibilities 
remazn. 
(a,:) Since W[i,] = ‘B’ the guard of HEr! in line 54 is true and the exception ~5 
is detected. 
(b) I never reaches the value icl during the normal execution of the BM program, 
Two sub-cases have to bc considered. 
(bl) The loop is not elItered. As the execution of the statements in lines 10, 2% 
30 cannot lead to the occurrence of a language defined exception, it follows thdt 
rds of the lines 1, 4, 7 was true and an exception &I~ EU or & has 
p is entered. Two ogitco es are possible. 
If0 6. Best, F. Cristian 
(bfE’t J ‘The 1o10p terminates normally. If J c N, then El4 is detected in line 140. 
I = i+V implies ie c 2 whi&t together with .D > 0 contradicts the definition of io. 
2: The loop termlfiates abnqrma . As a result of their dt:sign, the tests in 
t:he: excqtional clauses ila Fig. 16 pro a set of ‘local’ arguments that none of 
the expressions and statements in the standard algorithm can lead to the occurrencz 
of IangaPage d fined 2excq&ons. For instance, incrementing P in lne 60 cannot lead 
outiide the domain 0.D of” P because of the immediately preceding test. Similarly, 
the wei? -definedness of the statement in line 80b can be inferred from the immecti- 
ately prreccding a.sserticJn; etc. It follows that the abnormal termination of the loop 
must be due TV a guard ior MT!&, HE2 or HEa being true in some intermediate state. 
Thus ii) and (ii’) are established for E3. Proving (i) and (ii’) for all of El-E3 
establishes the p:reeiseness of the total set of tests for the exceptional domain [38). 
We point out that for the argument in case (b) above to be *easy’, it has been 
important that every individual component statement in the program could easily 
(‘locally’) be exaimined to discover whether or not it would ler 5 to the occurrence 
of a language define.8 rxception. This in turn has been a consequence of OUF design 
decisions to let the &sits correspond to individual program var;<bles. 
Because of the ‘vagueness’ of this kind of heuristics, howe\:l:r, we consider the 
proof just givf,n to be less than satisfactory. However as exp~ ;_ience with similar 
‘preciseness” Zroofs can be expected to increase, we are co& dent that a stricter 
framework for the insertion and verification of exceptional c uses in a program 
will evolve. We hupc: that the considerations of this paper call %X scx r as providing 
first steps ir; this direction. 
4. Condwion 
Although the identification and det;:ction of possible except3n Occurrences are 
important problems in the design sf robust software [7], we scarcely know of any 
other attempt of estab&shing a framework both rigorous and l,rac.tical for solving 
them. Hn practice, programmers rely upon their intuition and exper-ienc? :n dealing 
with them, and therefore t e identification and d!etection of ~OSF iblc t xceptional 
conditions is often just as (un)reliable as human intuition is. 
he paper proposes a systematic approach fo:r solving the a~>cv : mentioned 
probiems. It is a part of an an-going effort aiming at providing a rigui us framework 
for the design of correct and robust software. Iii this paper WC ha c concentrated 
on the exceptional preconditions of an exception handler, at thd t. xpense of the 
programming of salch a handler itse:lf. This latter issue is inve ~~i~~~~ 
have also illustri~t~d our approa,-h on two examphts, 730th be% 
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use of inductive reasoning. The preciseness formulae given in thi5 papt:r are not a 
substitute for experience in, and heuristics for, the appropriate placement of tests 
in a program, just as correctness formulae are not a substitute for the design of 
correct programs. Rather, our ?ormu!ae should be taken as verificatiorl conditions 
for precise tests. We have however also exhibited a number of statements which 
are candidates for heuristics in the placement of exceptionA tests, and we are 
confident that a more comprehensive heuristic framework for thi, purpose will! 
evolve. 
This paper should not be mistaken as a case for inserting run-time checks in a 
program whenever possible. Of course, run-time checks are superfluous when the 
constant falsehood of an exception precondition can be proved, and the overhead 
of checking for things that cannot happen should be avoided. The approach 
presented here is of use in the other case in which the assumptions about the 
environment in which a program will run do not rule out possible exception 
occurrences. We therefore consider our approach to be complementary tc:l those 
oriented towards proving the absence of exception occurrences. 
We have used binary predicates (relations) rather than unary predicates (subsets) 
for describing the intended meaning of programs. Another possible approacl would 
be to duplicate the state space with ‘auxiliary’ or ‘logical’ variables which sf Ire the 
initial values of the ‘real’ variables, and allow predicates to involve both ‘re 4 and 
‘logical’ variables, while the commands would be allowed to modify only tht.! ‘real’ 
variables. The two approaches seem to be in principle equivalent, since a 
specification (relation) in our approach would correspond to a unary predicate 
(subset) over the duplicated state space (i.e. the Cartesian product) of the other 
approach. We consider our approach to be conceptually at least as clean 
The expression of the exact run-time checks were given under the &@fving a._ L 
assumption that the exceptional input domain is not partitioned. In practice however 
(as the Bracket Matching program or examples in [2] show) the exceptional domain 
can often naturally be partitioned into several exceptional sub-dofrhains. If these 
sub-domains are disjoint then the formulae given in this paper can immediately be 
generalised. The other C~SG, li.e. when the exceptional domains overlap, requires a 
modification of the proof method, whereby the formulae given have to be slightly 
weakened for the s&-domains themselves, Such a modification presents little 
difficulty; we have illustrated it on the Bra::ket Matching example and refer the 
reader to [2] for a more formal treatment. 
A. 1. i3ekation algebra 
er, the connectives and v are not commutative; we define 
ovb=:i true else Ip. 
I-Iwwevea the i; arid w connectives inherit associativity and mcst other properties 
of the &&al logical tr:onnectives. 
kt S be a set, x, y E S nnd G, H binary relatior 1s over S. The basic operations 
(binary) xG 0 Hy e 32: XGZ ‘& d(y 
xGwMy=xGyvxHy 
x0 n Hy = xGy & xHy 
xG t, Hy = xGy 8~ not xHy 
(unary) xG‘*’ y = yGx 
x6y ifps aot xGy 
xG*y = 3n a 0: xG”y 
~be-~e 0” is defined inductively: 
e.r17--1 G’=Id,G”=Go(J 
(nulla~~) Id: x Id y =x = y 
0 
(composition) 
Oper&ns fron.4 relations into the set S: 
dom(G)={rESi3y:xGy) 
cod(G) z= {y E S 13~: xGy} 
xG=(y~S~.rGy} 
Gy =(x ESlXGY) 
Spcecial classes of relations: 
ti is deterministic if G-l 0 5 s Id 
in jectiwz if G 0 G-” s Id 
sCurjerXiwe if cod(G) = S 
total if dam(G) = S 
j 2. SeVPtaNks @the programmirag language 
~~~~~~~~~~~ sevraantics (see section 2.3) 
(skip) = I 
.R (abo.rtJ =B 
(union) 
(intersection) 
{difference) 
(inverse) 
(complement) 
(star) 
(identity) 
(em! ay relation) 
dx I== E)={(d, s)ldefined(x, E $‘:I & s(x) = val 
x: s(y) =:: Yy)) 
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uwhere R(B) = {(s, s)(defined(W, s) & B(s) = true} 
R(doB+cod)=(R(B)oR(c))*oR(notB) 
Rkl; ~2) = R(q) 0 R(c2) 
(the last three formulae hold only for deterministic o,mmandq. 
Weakest speci~cation-tr(3nsfotmet semart tics (Section 2.4) 
ws(skip, G) = G 
ws(abort, G) = 0 
ws(x := E, G) = DefCx, E) & G[E/x] 
where Def(n, E) = {(s, s) Idefined(x, E, s)} 
and G[E/x] stands for the specification obtained from G 
by substituting all free occurrences of x by E. 
ws(ifB1-,c~O~~~OB,~c,fii,G) 
=3jE{l,. . . , TV): Bj & VjE{l, . . . , B): Bi +ws(c,, G) 
ws(doB -) cod, G)=3G, 
where Go= not R(B) & G, 
G i+l E R(B) & wS(C, Gi) 
ws(cl; ~2, G) = WS(CI, ws(c2, G)) 
Sfrorqwst specification-tmnsformer semantics (Section 2.5) 
st(skip, G) = G 
st(abort, G) = 0 
st(x := E, G) = G 0 R (x := E )i as above 
st(cl; ~2, G) = st(cz, st(cl, G)) 
st(ifB1-,clO~.~OB,-,c,fi) 
= G 0 (R(B1) 0 st(cl, Id) u l l l u R(B,) 1’ st(c,,, Id)) 
st(do B-w od, G)=not R(R)& (ZIG,) 
where Go= G, Gi+l =st(c, R(B) & Gi). 
Agqin, the last three formulae hold only for deterministic commands. 
Connections helween these senmn tics 
Given R(C), then st(c, G) can be obtained from formula (131 in Section 2.5. 
while ws(c, G) can be obtained from formula (8) in Section 2.4. 
Conversely, for deterministic commands, R(c) can be retrieved from WC, Gj by 
S’R (c)t e? s’ ws(c, {(s’, t)})s’, 
and from st(c, J by 
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